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Artemisia’s Kingdom COVID-19 Best Practices Update
May 17, 2022 | Kingdom of Artemisia - Official Facebook Page

Greetings unto the populace of

icy will be put back in place. Again, the Health of
the Kingdom is foremost.

which are not your own.

The SCA Covid Policy is being left to the Kingdoms
Their Majesties have stated that if anyone know- in a fluid state, meaning any time it is necessary
Their Majesties, Gabe and Sarah; Their Highnessingly comes to an event with Covid or knowingly the policy will and can be put back into effect imes, Yuri and Sumayya; and the Kingdom Senewas exposed to Covid, and does not follow the
mediately.
schal Cathryn come to you with news for the
CDC's guidelines for quarantining, that person or If at any time you have questions, queries or
Kingdom.
persons will be banished for the rest of Their
comments please contact their Majesties, their
The Health of the Kingdom is first and foremost
Majesties’ reign, and their Highnesses have stat- Highnesses and the Kingdom Seneschal at comwithin our minds, as well as the latest concerns
ed that the banishment may carry over to Their
ments@artemisia.sca.org
of testing availability for those wishing to contin- reign.
Majesties Gabe and Sarah
ue participating in our Kingdom events. It is beThose who feel wearing a mask is still warranted
coming more known that testing is becoming
are encouraged to do so. Remember that house- Highnesses Yuri and Sumayya
harder to get, and the home rapid tests are not
holds, or groups can still have their own rules
Kingdom Seneschal Cathryn Anne
accepted with the Covid policy.
within their areas of a camp, and day shades.
As of the 1st of June 2022, the Kingdom is dropIf Their Majesties, Highnesses, and Kingdom Senping the SCA Covid policy for the camping season.
eschal feel that masks need to be worn in enThe Kingdom Seneschal along with the local Senclosed environments, there will be an announceeschals will be keeping a close eye on the numment.
bers that the CDC issue for our Kingdom area. At
any time, Their Majesties, Highnesses, and King- Please respect everyone's boundaries, ask to hug
dom Seneschal may feel it necessary that the pol- someone, ask to enter encampments, or areas
Artemisia,
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Letter From The Baroness
The time has come for my final missive!
First: it is camping season! Go out and
check your supplies: tents, poles,
stakes, beds, sleeping bags, chairs,
benches, banners and so much more.
Make sure they are in working condition. Repair and replace what is needed.
Double check your armour, padding,
straps, swords, helmets, masks, boots
and gloves. Repair now before the season is in full swing.
Double check your Archery and Thrown weapon equipment: bows, arrows (tips and fletching), quivers, arm
guards and anything you might be using for thrown weapons: axes, knives, and spears. (I believe Kingdom Champion is at Uprising).

Also check your membership cards (events are cheaper
when you are a member), and any authorization cards.
Don’t wait till the last minute for authorizing; there might
not be a marshal available.
Second: Several of our officers are needing to step down:
Autocrat (bids by June 7th), Web Minister (ASAP), and
Arts and Sciences (she is stepping down in Sept/Oct and
willing to train). Chronicler is looking for a deputy, as are
others. Please help our barony!
And lastly: I want to thank all the officers who have been
serving, for without you there would be no barony. And
thank every baronial member for creating a terrific and inclusive barony, it has truly been a pleasure to serve you
these last 3 years. I look forward to the direction Maestro
Killian and HL Ursula will be taking the barony.

In service of the Dream and the BaronyDame Varia Goffe,
Baroness Arn Hold
Long Live the Dream!
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Random Carp That I Have
Learned…
A look at modern practices and their medieval sources
by Master K. Braden von Sobernheim

Got milk? Need some dairy in your diet? Then go over
to the fridge and grab the carton and pour a glass. If the
refrigerator is a 20th century invention, and the ice box
was not in everyone's hovel, how did dairy
keep? Cheese (a soured cream) was a common method,
and hard cheeses can keep for months. But there were
other ways too, like having soured milk or introducing
specific bacteria into the milk. Blaand is a yeast fermented milk drink from whey, similar to wine in alcohol content, and was popular in Scotland and Ireland after the
Vikings brought it along. In Eastern Europe it was kefir,
also a yeast fermentation drink that is aged in skin
bags. The Vikings had skyr, or filmjölk which is more like
yogurt (with different bacteria), and yogurt itself comes
from the Mediterranean. In Western Europe it was Sauermilch (German) or karnemelk (Netherlands) which
means buttermilk; and the French had crème fraîche,
which is soured cream (less sour, more fat than US sour
cream). Interestingly enough, the shelf life in a cool-er
(not cold) space for these products ranges from 10 days
(buttermilk, crème fraîche), 2 weeks for kefir, and up to
5+ weeks for yogurt. So in truth when planning cooking
dairy products for camping events, you can use some
Sauermilch instead of 2% and feel less panicked about
spoiled milk in the cooler, and now you know more random carp.
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BARDIC CIRCLE
The Famous Ratcatcher
Tune: Tom a Bedlam
There was a rare ratcatcher,
Did about the country wander;
The soundest blade of all his trade,
Or I should him deeply slander:
For still would he cry, a rat tat tat,
Tara rat rat ever:

“With their bag of poisons, ratcatchers specialized in the treatment of venereal diseases as well as in the extermination of rats.
The earliest appearances of the tune are a
lute manuscript and a virginal arrangement
c.1613-16. It is called for in an number of
ballads about itinerant beggars and tinkers
and, also, as its name suggests, several ballads on the theme of ‘madness’.“

To catch a mouse, or to carouse,
Such a ratter I saw never.
Upon a pole he carried
Full forty fulsome vermin,
Whose cursed lives without any knives
To take he did determine
His talk was all of India
The voyage and the Navy
What mice or rats or wild polecats
What stoats of weasels have ye
He knew the Nut of India
That makes the magpie stagger,
The mercuries and cantharis
With arsenic and roseaker.
Full often with a negro
The juice of poppies drunk he,
Eat poison frank with a mountebank,
And spiders with a monkey
But on a time a damsel
Did him so far entice,
That for her a bait he laid straight,
Would kill no rats nor mice
And on the bait she nibbled,
So pleasing in her taste,
She licked so long that the poison strong

Did make her swell i’ the waist.
He was so brave a bowzer
That it was doubtful whether
He taught the rats or the rats taught him
To be drunk as rats together.

The Moose Call
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DIRECTIONS

PIGEON STEW
(England, 1425)

4
8 cloves
1 tsp
1 tsp
6 TBLS
1 tsp
To Taste
1/2 tsp
1 tsp
1 TBLS
8cp

Pigeons (or Cornish hens will probably work too)
Garlic
Hyssop
Summer savory, finely chopped
Fresh parsley, finely chopped
Sage
Pepper, ground
Cloves, ground
Saffron
Verjuice (vinegar made from unripen grapes)
Chicken broth

Shut the box

“Take pigeons and wash him clean, and stuff him well with garlic, and parsley
small hewn, and do him in a pot by himself; and put thereto good broth and
sage, and parsley, hyssop and savory small hewn, and powder of pepper,
and of cloves, and color him with saffron, and do thereto verjuice , and serve
him forth.”
1) Mix garlic and half the parsley.

2) Prepare and stuff pigeons.
3) In pot add chicken broth, herbs and remainder of parsley, and verjuice.
4) Add stuffed pigeons to pot and slowly bring it to boil on medium heat.
4) Reduce heat and simmer for 45 minutes.
5) Serve.

LUDUS LOCUS

from Wikipedia

(also called canoga, batten down the hatches or trick-track) is a game of dice for
one or more players, commonly played in a group of two to four for stakes. Traditionally, a counting box is used with tiles numbered 1 to 9 where each can be covered with a hinged or sliding mechanism, though the game can be played with only a pair of dice, pen, and
paper. Variations exist where the box has 10 or 12 tiles.

History
Unconfirmed histories of the game suggest a variety of origins, including 12th century Normandy (northern
France)[.]

Setup
Tiles or cards numbered 1-9 and two six-sided dice. Traditionally a specially crafted box is used with
nine numbered tiles mounted on an off-centered axle are positioned on the far end (from the player)
and a space for containing the thrown dice is located in the near end. Some sets include a dice cup.

Rules
At the start of the game all levers or tiles are "open" (cleared, up), showing the numerals 1 to 9.
During the game, each player plays in turn. A player begins their turn by throwing or rolling the die or dice into the box. If all of the remaining tiles show 6 or lower, the
player may roll only one die.
Otherwise, the player must roll both dice.
After throwing, the player adds up (or subtracts) the pips (dots) on the dice and then "shuts" (closes, covers) one of any combination of open numbers that sums to the
total number of dots showing on the dice. For example, if the total number of dots is 8, the player may choose any of the following sets of numbers (as long as all of the
numbers in the set are available to be covered):

•
•
•
•
•
•

8
7, 1
6, 2
5, 3
5, 2, 1
4, 3, 1

The player then rolls the dice again, aiming to shut more numbers. The player continues throwing the dice and shutting numbers until reaching a point at which, given the
results produced by the dice, the player cannot shut any more numbers. At that point, the player scores the sum of the numbers that are still uncovered. For example, if
the numbers 2, 3, and 5 are still open when the player throws a one, the player's score is 10 (2 + 3 + 5 = 10). Play then passes to the next player.
After every player has taken a turn, the player with the lowest score wins.
If a player succeeds in closing all of the numbers, that player is said to have "Shut the Box" – the player wins immediately and the game is over.

The Moose Call
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NEWCOMERS
NOOK
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In their own words below is an account of how the SCA was started in what is now the West Kingdom. The West
Kingdom has compiled chronicles of their growth and development which, for many years, was also the history of
the SCA until additional territories began to spread into the Known World. –Ambrose Norwich May 2022
Pre-History
Kingdom of the West
No Specific Date Given
Site name not provided.

Event Description From: Wilhelm von Schlüssel's Histo-

come in costume and the men could all be knights and fight
with wooden swords and shields for the right to crown
their lady Queen for the day. Diana was going to graduate
in June and this would be a last fling before the end of the
quarter and finals. The event was set for May Day, May 1,
1966. It was intended to be a single time event, just for fun.
Nobody ever expected it to continue.

ry

Annotations:
The origins of the SCA go back to the year 1965, when David Thewlis (now Duke Siegfried von Hoflichskeit) and Ken
de Maiffe (now Duke Fulk de Wyvern) were studying the
medieval orders of chivalry and the art of sword and shield
fighting. In February of 1966 they began practicing sword
and shield fighting in the backyard of Diana Paxson (now
Countess Diana Listmaker), a medieval history major at the
University of California at Berkeley. David and Ken had

From an email by Siegfried April, 2014:
"The point that I think never got made (if it matters) is that
we were not practicing in Diana's back yard, initially we
were practicing at our own place at 1909B Delaware Street
(Ken, Mary (of Tamar) and I moved out from the East Coast
in late June of 1964, and found a place together in Berkeley
at that address). Diana (whom we met through the Little
Men) visited us once, saw the heaters and the stuff we
were doing for practicing, and that was the origin of the
notion of holding a Tournament for May Day. (She was a
fencer.) We might well have practiced at her house as well,
I don't remember, but we didn't start practicing there -we'd been working on it for a while when she visited us.
Also, the origin was long before 1965, it really dates back
to when Ken and I were both stationed in Bremerhaven,
and learned to fence in the attic in the residential barracks;
the location was an old German Army site. You have probably seen the "A Brief Look At the Past 1985" before at some
point but just in case, it's at the bottom and dates from
1985. " -- Siegfried von Hoflichskeit
The discussion below, along with most of the first 13+
years of history of the West Kingdom was held in email
over a span of two years ...:

made the swords out of wood and the shields out of plywood, and were trying to teach themselves how to fight
and thereby learning how it was really done. They based
their actions on the old order of chivalry. Diana was enthralled with the idea and remembered the fabled "Last
Tournament". This was an event which took place in Scotland in 1839. The Earl of Eglanton, a high-minded young
nobleman, complete with castle, serfs, and a head full of
the novels of Sir Walter Scott, decided to dramatize the
values of the Middle Ages, which were Scott's and his own
answer to the problems of the Industrial Revolution, by
having a tournament. Costumes were prepared, banners
were sewn, and the springs of the London hansom cabs
broken by the weight of men in armor being born to practice. In was the social event of the year. The Great Day arrived and the splendid procession processed and the
jousting commenced. And then it began to rain ... Do you
know what happens to armor in the rain? And banners?
And respectable English noblemen without any shelter?
That was the end of the Romantic Period in England. (This
is taken from Diana Paxson's fanzine, Patterns, which gave
an account of the first tournament of the SCA.)
Diana, David and Ken came up with the idea of holding a
new "Last Tournament." They would invite all of their
friends over to Diana's backyard at 2219 Oregon St., in
Berkeley, California for a tournament. Everyone would

[... a medieval history major at the University of California
at Berkeley ...] Diana, I think, was actually at Mills College,
not UCB, though Mills could have come later in her academic career. Ken and Dave were doing their practicing
with padded maces (hardwood handles and cloth wrapped
heads, as I recall. The shields, however, were out of steel
backed with leather. The steel was sufficiently good to
shatter an arrow from a 75 lb bow with essentially no penetration. Diana was going to be going into the Peace Corp.
Part of the genesis of the idea was to be the only one in the
Corp who had ever had a tournament in their back yard.
Stefan de Lorraine and I knew her through fandom, primarily because of a shared membership in al local SF group,
The Elves, Gnomes, and Little Men's Science Fiction, chowder, and marching society. We got the announcement from
her and Henrik Olsgaard (later Henrik of Havn) saw it
pinned to our bulletin board in our dorm room. He was
interested and asked if he could come as well. In the end,
Stefan, Henrik, two other guys whose names I can't remember, and I all went, catching a ride with another friend
of ours, Felice (later Felice of Mayhem House). -- Steven
MacEanruig

[... were trying to teach themselves how to fight ...] By the
time of the first tourney, both Ken and Dave had made
themselves very impressive leather and metal heater
shields that had all of us agog. Dave's was later burned in
The Fire -- though he kept the metal face for years and may
have it still. The arms he painted on the shield are the ones
he bears today. -- Stefan de Lorraine
16 gage steel with 2 or 3 layers of 1/8" thick leather. -Henrik of Havn
As far as I know, Ken still has his shield, and it caused an
initial contretemps when the heralds became prominent,
as the arms depicted on the shield were those of the actual
de Maiffe family, to which, as far as I know, Ken is Connected but not the arms holder. I'll wait to see if anyone who
was there will comment on the origin of the name Fulk de
Wyvern (Ken used his own in the initial tourney) before I
pass along second-hand gossip on the subject. -- Stefan de
Lorraine
I think he changed the charges from the real arms, but the
colors and placement are the same as the real arms. -Henrik of Havn
Did he ever pass along secondhand gossip? The arms on
Ken's original shield were in fact the de Maiffe arms. The
charges were changed from roses to boars' heads in his
"registered" arms and I recall this coming from one of a
number of decorative shields we made for the (second
tourney?) but Ken's shield was never repainted and he
stopped fighting before it would have been a real issue
anyhow. -- Siegfried von Höflichskeit
The invitations were run off the mimeograph belonging to
Felice (then) Rolfe (Felice of Mayhem) and distributed to
many of Felice's friends in fandom. That's how Steve Henderson (Sir Steven MacEanruig) and I got involved. A friend
of ours in the dorms at San Francisco State, one Henrik
Olsgaard (Duke Henrik of Havn), saw the notice on our bulletin board and said "I do that kind of stuff." We invited
him along and he showed up with a pile of fencing sabers,
lath weapons, and a broadsword he'd made from a truck
spring that was truly the 20 pound sword you keep hearing
about in the fantasy novels that no real knight ever swung.
Impressive, though. -- Stefan de Lorraine
It only weighed 5 1/2 lbs. (the pommel was solid brass and
the handle was 3/4" thick solid steel), but compared to
Steve's Knight Templar small sword it was heavy. -- Henrik
of Havn
For the sake of accuracy, I didn't have the Knight Templar
sword until some months after the SCA got started. For the
Blessing of the Swords I held one of Henrik's fencing sabres. -- Stefan de Lorraine
It may have only weight 5 pounds but it felt a lot heavier at
the time. Of course the pommel counterweighted it nicely.
It was heavy but balanced. -- Steven MacEanruig

Bo of York (Howard Friedlander) was one. Alan Burafato
(fencer, SF State) may have been the other one since he did
The Eglinton Tournament is dealt with at length in the book
attend at least one event (at Cragmont Park - later). -- HenThe Knight and the Umbrella. Sorry, I don't recall the aurik of Havn
thor's name. The fanzine Niekas was and is published by Ed
I could remember Bo, though not anything more of his
Meskys, not Felice. She was a regular contributor. -- Karina
name. I don't think the other one was Alan, but I can't reof the Far West

Kingdome of Artemisia Welcome Page: artemisia.sca.org/newcomers

Resource links:

SCA Welcome Site: welcome.sca.org/

Baronial Chatelaine (welcoming officer): chatelaine@baronyarnhold.org

The SCA’s Youth and Family Achievement program (YAFA)

Barony of Arn Hold Welcome Page: baronyarnhold.org/cgi-bin/Newcomers.cgi
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[The origins of the SCA go back to the year 1965 ...] Or back
story.)
to 1962 when Ken and I were learning to fence in a Luftwaffe
"I don't remember visiting Albany with Ken actually; this may
barracks attic in Bremerhaven, Germany ... -- Siegfried von
have happened later when the Zimmers (and Don) had gradHöflichskeit
ually relocated to Berkeley in the 1965/6 timeframe." -- Sieg[David and Ken had made the swords out of wood and the
fried von Höflichskeit
shields out of plywood ...] We were using both wooden
"Exactly why I do not remember. It might have been the fulswords and old-sock-maces -- no rattan until about the third
someness of brotherhood. In any case, I knighted Ken (Fulk).
tourney. But the commenter is right that the shields were
At the First Tourney, at which I was one of the two judges
steel and leather (glued on) heaters. -- Siegfried von Höflich(we hadn't invented the Kingship by then, but that is an even
skeit
sillier story) David (Ardral Argo verKaysc) did such a bonny
job that Ken (Fulk) rushed onto the field and knighted him.
He, in turn, (once we had established the principal that 'only
The following was sent to someone else who had been coma knight...etc.' after period principals), passed on that knightpiling some information about the early days of the SCA and
hood to the first King, and thence it came down from the
posted elsewhere, from Jon de Cles, I received a copy of the
Kings themselves. --Well, until Richard the Short informed us
email July 4, 2004, Comments by Siegfried sent August 6,
that he wouldn't accept knighthood, and we had to figure out
2004:
the 'Master' business.
"Paul and I (Jon DeCles and Edwin Bersark [Paul Zimmer])
"No, Don 'knighted' both of us before the first tourney. I
were living in the Old Lovecraftian Farmhouse in Upstate
knighted David on the field; he was my squire so it was apNew York. To this place came Dave (Siegfried von Hofflichpropriate." -- Siegfried von Höflichskeit
skeit) and Ken (Fulk deWyvern). Mind you, this was all long
before the SCA had been thought of.
"Where did my knighthood come from, you may ask?
"This was Paul's family's farm near Albany. I found Paul because he wrote into a F&SF letter column saying of all the
LotR characters he'd most like to be Golum. I visited Paul and
his Mom (Mimi was no longer living there) in 1961, and again
in 1963." -- Siegfried von Höflichskeit
"Ken taught me how to fence, a thing he had learned in Europe. He was very good at it. So was Dave. They used to hold
up a pillow in the living room at night, and I would have to
lunge as they dropped it. If I pointed it, then I got a shot of
the bottle of Napoleon Brandy that Ken had brought home.
(They were spies during the Berlin Crisis, but that's another

"Well, the story is too tawdry to tell, but it came from the
hand of Joseph Mayhew, who assured me at the time that it
came legitimately to him from his West Virginian ancestors,
who received it from the Stuarts of Scotland. When last I saw
Joe, at a science fiction convention in Baltimore, he said that
he had become involved with the SCA, and was quite bemused by the idea that all the knighthoods came down from
him. I think his sense of humor was tickled by the idea. I am
told he just won Fan Artist of the Year in some competition
or other (maybe the Hugos?).

unless there's a lot Don never told us either (quite possible). I
don't think either Ken or I put much store in its legitimacy.
But when the "is it real" story started to circulate, this provide the initial emphasis that you didn't bring real-world
names, titles or honors into the SCA; it was internally consistent and the outside world was irrelevant." -- Siegfried von
Höflichskeit
"What is probably most important about all this is that it all
comes from a Virginia family background; Virginia being the
only place I know where a little boy (when I was young) might
still be scolded with "Now, that's not being a chivalrous little
gentleman!"
"In later years I was shocked by an SCA officer asking me
"What's chivalry got to do with it?"
"And that is the real, true story of how it happened. There is
a good chance that you will be the only one ever to know,
because frankly, the idea of it coming down from the Knights
of Malta or some such is far more romantic; and people
would much rather believe the romantic version. (Read some
James Branch Cabell, a Virginia writer who could conjur the
Middle Ages in the most amazing way, and who knew the
value of romance.)
"As far as the SCA goes I died many years ago, and it is always
a shock to the elderly and still living to see my ghost on those
rare excursions into Other Ages. I ran into Henrik at the Ren
Faire a few years ago, but that is about it."
-- Jon DeCles, called The Red Baron
http://history.westkingdom.org/events/event.php?
event_code=794

"This sounds correct although I don't understand "tawdry" -

Myth and Legend
The Fork was slow to catch on in Western Europe
Bone forks have been found in archaeological sites of the Bronze Age Qijia culture (2400–1900 BC), the Shang dynasty (c. 1600–c. 1050 BC), as well as later Chinese dynasties. A stone carving from an Eastern Han tomb (in Ta-kua-liang, Suide County, Shaanxi) depicts three hanging two-pronged forks in a dining scene. Similar forks have also been depicted on top of a stove in
a scene at another Eastern Han tomb (in Suide County, Shaanxi).
In Ancient Egypt, large forks were used as cooking utensils.
In the Roman Empire, bronze and silver forks were used, many surviving examples of which are displayed in museums around Europe. Use varied according to local customs, social class,
and the type of food, but in earlier periods forks were mostly used as cooking and serving utensils.
Although its origin may go back to Ancient Greece, the personal table fork was most likely invented in the Eastern Roman (Byzantine) Empire, where they were in common use by the 4th
century. Records show that by the 9th century in some elite circles of Persia a similar utensil known as a barjyn was in
limited use. By the 10th century, the table fork was in common use throughout the Middle East. Chronographers mention
the astonishment that the Byzantine princess Theophanu caused to the westerners, because she was using a fork instead
of her hands when she was eating (she moved to the west because she married the Holy Roman Emperor Otto II). In addition, according to Peter Damian, the Byzantine princess Maria Argyropoulina brought some golden forks to Venice, when
she married Giovanni Orseolo, the son of the Doge Pietro II Orseolo in 1004. Damian condemned the fork as "vanity". The
same story (with Maria Argyropoulina) was said about the Byzantine princess Theodora Doukaina who came to Venice to
marry the Doge Domenico Selvo and used forks at the meals.

Bronze forks made in Persia during the 8th or 9th century—Louvre

By the 11th century, the table fork had become increasingly prevalent in the Italian peninsula before other European regions because of historical ties with Byzantium and, as pasta became a greater part of the Italian diet, continued to gain
popularity, displacing the long wooden spike formerly used since the fork's three spikes proved better suited to gathering
the noodles. By the 14th century the table fork had become commonplace in Italy, and by 1600 was almost universal
among the merchant and upper classes. It was proper for a guest to arrive with his own fork and spoon enclosed in a box
called a cadena; this usage was introduced to the French court with Catherine de' Medici's entourage. Although in Portugal forks were first used around 1450 by Infanta Beatrice, Duchess of Viseu, King Manuel I of Portugal's mother, only by
the 16th century, when they had become part of Italian etiquette, did forks enter into common use in Southern Europe,
gaining some currency in Spain, and gradually spreading to France. The rest of Europe did not adopt the fork until the
18th century.
The fork's adoption in northern Europe was slower. Its use was first described in English by Thomas Coryat in a volume
of writings on his Italian travels (1611), but for many years it was viewed as an unmanly Italian affectation. Some writers
of the Roman Catholic Church expressly disapproved of its use; St. Peter Damian seeing it as "excessive delicacy". It was
not until the 18th century that the fork became commonly used in Great Britain, although some sources say that forks
were common in France, England and Sweden already by the early 17th century.

The fork did not become popular in North America until near the time of the American Revolution. The standard fourtine design became current in the early 19th century. [Wikipedia]
Sasanian [Empire] silver fork (4th century)
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On This Date in History—: 23 and 24 June 1314
Battle of Bannockburn

From Wikipedia

The Battle of Bannockburn (Scottish Gaelic: Blàr Allt nam Bànag or Blàr Allt a' Bhonnaich) on
23 and 24 June 1314 was a victory of the army of King of Scots Robert the Bruce over the
army of King Edward II of England in the First War of Scottish Independence. Although it did
not bring an end to the war, as victory would only be secured 14 years later, Bannockburn is
still a major landmark in Scottish history.

Robert's wife Elizabeth de Burgh, sisters Christina Bruce, Mary Bruce and daughter Marjorie
Bruce, and Robert Wishart, Bishop of Glasgow, ending their 8-year imprisonment in England.
The defeat of the English opened up the north of England to Scottish raids and allowed the
Scottish invasion of Ireland. These finally led, after the failure of the Declaration of Arbroath
to secure diplomatic recognition of Scotland's independence by the Pope, to the Treaty of
Edinburgh–Northampton in 1328. Under the treaty the English crown recognized the full
independence of the Kingdom of Scotland, and acknowledged Robert the Bruce, and his
heirs and successors, as the rightful rulers.

King Edward II invaded Scotland after Bruce demanded in 1313 that all supporters still loyal
to ousted Scottish king John Balliol acknowledge Bruce as their king or lose their lands. Stirling Castle, a Scots royal fortress occupied by the English, was under siege by the Scottish
army. King Edward assembled a formidable force of soldiers to relieve it – the largest army
ever to invade Scotland. The English summoned 25,000 infantry soldiers and 2,000 horses
from England, Ireland and Wales against 6,000 Scottish soldiers, that Bruce had divided into
three different contingents. Edward's attempt to raise the siege failed when he found his
path blocked by a smaller army commanded by Bruce.
The Scottish army was divided into four divisions of schiltrons commanded by (1) Bruce, (2)
his brother Edward Bruce, (3) his nephew, Thomas Randolph, the Earl of Moray and (4) one
jointly commanded by Sir James Douglas and the young Walter the Steward. Bruce's friend,
Angus Og Macdonald, Lord of the Isles, brought thousands of Islesmen to Bannockburn, including galloglass warriors, and King Robert assigned them the place of honour at his side in
his own schiltron with the men of Carrick and Argyll.
After Robert Bruce killed Sir Henry de Bohun on the first day of the battle, the English withdrew for the day. That night, Sir Alexander Seton, a Scottish noble serving in Edward's army,
defected to the Scottish side and informed King Robert of the English camp's low morale,
telling him they could win. Robert Bruce decided to launch a full-scale attack on the English
forces the next day and to use his schiltrons as offensive units, as he had trained them. This
was a strategy his predecessor William Wallace had not employed. The English army was
defeated in a pitched battle which resulted in the deaths of several prominent commanders,
including the Earl of Gloucester and Sir Robert Clifford, and capture of many others, including
the Earl of Hereford.
The victory against the English at Bannockburn is the most celebrated in Scottish history, and
for centuries the battle has been commemorated in verse and art. The National Trust for
Scotland operates the Bannockburn Visitor Centre (previously known as the Bannockburn
Heritage Centre). Though the exact location for the battle is uncertain, a modern monument
was erected in a field above a possible site of the battlefield, where the warring parties are
believed to have camped, alongside a statue of Robert Bruce designed by Pilkington Jackson.
The monument, along with the associated visitor centre, is one of the most popular tourist
attractions in the area.

A depiction of the Battle of Bannockburn from a 1440s manuscript of Walter Bower's
Scotichronicon. This is the earliest known depiction of the
battle.

Prelude

The Legal Bits

On the morning of June 23rd, it was still not certain if a battle were to take place. The armies
were still eight miles apart. This gave Sir Robert the Bruce enough time to make a decision as
to where he wanted to go. He had enough time to move northwards beyond the fourth or
westwards up the river into a district of mosses and hills. Robert knew that the latter decision would influence Edward and his lord's plans. Given the declared objective and the advancing march the previous week it was obvious that the English would continue their advance on Stirling. In an effort to "rescue" Stirling Edward continued to hurry his troops which
resulted in the troops marching seventy miles in one week. Many historians critique Edward
II for this move as he was not acting as a leader of a well-trained army but was instead acting
like a pilgrim. This poor decision making by Edward II led to horses, horsemen, and infantry
becoming extremely worn out with toil and hunger. Now Edward was within reach of Stirling.
Edward II and his advisors began to make plans for the upcoming battle. Whatever battle
planning expertise Edward II had did not matter as he surely made up for it with his advisors. Edward II and his advisors were aware of the places the Scots were likely to challenge
them and sent orders for their troops to prepare for an enemy established in boggy ground
near the River Forth, near Stirling. The English appear to have advanced in four divisions. The
Scots assembled defensive formations known as 'schiltrons', which were strong defensive
squares of men with pikes. Thomas Randolph, 1st Earl of Moray, commanded the Scottish
vanguard, which was stationed about a mile south of Stirling, near the church of St. Ninian,
while the king commanded the rearguard at the entrance to the New Park. His brother Edward led the third division. The fourth division was nominally under the youthful Walter the
Steward, but actually under the command of Sir James Douglas. The Scottish archers used
yew-stave longbows and, though these were not weaker than or inferior to English longbows, there were fewer Scottish archers, possibly only 500. These archers played little part in
the battle. There is first-hand evidence in a poem, written just after the battle by the captured Carmelite friar Robert Baston, that one or both sides employed slingers and crossbowmen.
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Aftermath
The immediate aftermath was the surrender of Stirling Castle, one of Scotland's most important fortresses, to King Robert. He then slighted (razed) it to prevent it from being retaken. Nearly as important was the surrender of Bothwell Castle where a sizeable party of English nobles, including the Earl of Hereford, had taken refuge. At the same time the Edwardian
strongholds of Dunbar and Jedburgh were being captured as well. By 1315 only Berwick remained outside of Robert's control. In exchange for the captured nobles, Edward II released
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Baronial Officers
Archery Marshal: Lady Lijsbet van
Zwolle
archerymarshal@baronyarnhold.org

Exchequer: HE Kelwin Ratslayer
exchequer@baronyarnhold.org

Guilds &

Rapier Marshal: HE Master Gomez
de Santander

Deputy: Position vacant

Deputy: Position vacant
Herald: Simon the Smith

Arts & Sciences Minister: Mistress
Agnes of Whitby
artsandsciences@baronyarnhold.org

Seneschal: Lady Ursula de Strattone

herald@baronyarnhold.org

seneschal@baronyarnhold.org

Deputy: Position vacant

Deputy: Lord Ambrose Norwich

Deputy: Melanie Smith
Historian: Position vacant
Baroness: HE Mistress Varia Goffe
bnb@baronyarnhold.org

Chatelaine: Lady Ailis Inghean Ui
Mhathghamhna

chatelaine@baronyarnhold.org
Deputy: Lady Meghan

historina@baronyarnhold.org

chronicler@baronyarnhold.org
Deputy: Position vacant

Diversity and Inclusion: Positon
vacant
diversity@baronyarnhold.org
Deputy: Position vacant

https://www.facebook.com/groups/
baronyarnhold/

Guilds

Deputy: HE Merin du Bourbon
Keeper of the Lists: Lady Ailis
Inghean Ui Mhathghamhna

Thrown Weapons Marshal:

listkeeper@baronyarnhold.org

Position vacant

Deputy: Position vacant

throwingmarshal@baronyarnhold.org

Knight Marshal: HL Erin the Paladin
knightmarshal@baronyarnhold.org
Deputy: HG Sir Morgan d’Antioche

Deputy: Position vacant

Equestrian Marshal: Position vacant

Quartermaster: Maestro Killian
Flynn MacThoy

equestrianmarshal@baronyarnhold.org

quartermaster@baronyarnhold.org
Deputy: Position vacant

Archery Practice:

Brewers’ Guild:
Lead by: Lord Aonghus Ill-ulfr

When: TBA
Where: Please contact the guild head.
Members must be at least 21 years of
age.

When: TBA, Please contact marshal
Where: Nampa Bow Chiefs 222 W
Railroad St,
Nampa, ID 83687

Armored Combat Practice:
Marshal: HL Erin the Paladin
When: TBA, Please contact Marshal

Please bring current ID to verify.

Where: Please contact marshal

webminister@baronyarnhold.org

Casting Guild:

Equestrian Practice:

Deputy: Position vacant

Lead by: Position Vacant

Marshal: Position Vacant

When: TBA

When: TBA

Youth Activities: Position vacant

Where: Please contact the guild head.

Where: Contact marshal for location

youthofficer@baronyarnhold.org

Casting guild focuses on the process of
creating items from pewter. We are
happy to teach any who are interested
in this fun period craft. We have materials to buy and tools for use. Because we are working with sharp
things and molten metal, children may
carve with parental permission and
supervision but may not pour by themselves.

Webminister:
Lady Lijsbet van Zwolle

Publicity & Demos: Maestro Killian
Flynn MacThoy
publicity@baronyarnhold.org

Practices

Marshal: Lady Lijsbet van Zwolle

socialmedia@baronyarnhold.org

Deputy: Position vacant

Deputy: Position vacant

Deputy: Position vacant

Note: please subscribe to the Baronial
email list or follow on Facebook for
official communication about Guild
meetings and activities.

Social Media: Beatriz

Deputy: Position vacant
Chronicler: Lord Ambrose Norwich

Practices

rapiermarshal@baronyarnhold.org

Deputy:

Thank you for
your service to
the Barony!

Rapier Practice:
Marshal: Master Gomez de Santander
When: TBA, Please contact Marshal
Where: Please contact marshal

Thrown Weapons Practice:
Marshal: Position Vacant

Dancing Guild:
Lead by: Lady Ursula de Strattone
If you are interested in any of the open positions,
please contact:
seneschal@baronyarnhold.org
or

Service Opportunities

When: As desired

When: TBA
Where: Contact marshal for location
.

Where: Please contact guild heads

bnb@baronyarnhold.org

Deputy Officers Needed:


The following positions are open for bid. Please consider
serving your Barony by filling one of them. Please send 
all inquiries to respective Officer’s or Seneschal's official

email.

Officers Needed:


Equestrian Marshal



Herald



Historian



Publicity & Demos Coordinator



Quarter Master



Thrown Weapons Marshal



Youth Activities Minister



Web Minister

Deputy Archery Marshal

Lead by: Master K. Braden von Sobernheim

Deputy Arts & Sciences Minister

When: TBA

Deputy Chancellor of the Exchequer

Where: Please contact the guild head.

Deputy Chatelaine

A chance to complete your arrows for
practice and replenish or repair those
broken.



Deputy Chronicler



Deputy Diversity and Inclusion



Deputy Knight Marshal

Musicians’ Guild:



Deputy Listkeeper



Deputy Publicity & Demos Coordinator

Lead by: Master K. Braden von Sobernheim



Deputy Quarter Master



Deputy Rapier Marshal



Deputy Seneschal

When: TBA
Where: Please contact the guild head.

Scribes’ Guild:
Lead by: Master Gomez de Santander

MISC.:

The Moose Call

Fletching Guild:



Guild Leaders, various



Event stewards/autocrats

When: TBA
Where: Please contact the guild head.
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Counting House
The baronial financial report may be accessed online at:
http://baronyarnhold.org/Library/Financials/BaronyArnHoldFinancials.xlsx

Calendars
For a printable/sync-able calendar of upcoming
events please see the Baronial website
baronyarnhold.org/cgi-bin/Calendar.cgi
and the Kingdom website
artemisia.sca.org/new/UpcomingEvents.php

Towne Crier

due to the cancellation of events many merchants
who budgeted for camping/war season income
have a Facebook page to help make-up for lost
sales. If you need something for you kit consider
stopping by the SCA Merchant Relief group

Meeting minutes on the monthly Populace Meeting can be

facebook.com/groups/2629774650640671/

folders/0B9bWOnA2KMzVRUljTWZhcExOb00

found here:
drive.google.com/drive/u/1/

Please check the Baronial calendar for times and locations of fu-

additional unofficial SCA interest and community
groups can also be found on Facebook

The Moose Call

ture meetings
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he next The
populace.

Moose Call is being compiled to which we would like to have content from the

Peers,
are you offering any challenges or have words of encouragement?

Students, apprentices, proteges, provosts, and squires,
please consider sharing summaries of your research as you progress on your journey.

Guild masters,
what new things has your guilds learned or made?

Officers,
what’s new with your office?

Youth and newcomers,
what interests you about the SCA and or history? Do you have questions or something to share? Please let us know.

Populace in general,
is there a fun article you have found, or an interesting point of research you've discovered, or have created something and would like to share it with the
populace?

Please consider submitting to the Moose Call through the office email (below).
Deadline is August

25, 2021

chronicler@barnoyarnhold.org
Don't forget to include a kingdom release form.
https://www.artemisia.sca.org/library/webminister-and-chronicler-release-forms

The Moose Call
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Arnie
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DO TRY THIS AT HOME
Rubber Band Gun by Ambrose Norwich
Page 15

The mainstay in European armies and civil defense up to WWI. The
Spaniards found that Mesoamerican cultures were using rubber bands
on a bow like weapon. It was only after several defeats of initial skirmishes that the Europeans learned how to sting and release short
bands from modified war clubs. This quickly developed into the earliest
RBGs. In 1558 a rubber band gun was sent to the Spanish court with full
details about it’s use and effectiveness in spreading Spain’s empire
across the West Indies. Well, not really. A primitive form of rubber
bands were created in 19th century England, while the pistol was created earlier in the 16th century. It’s likely that it only took a few years
for someone to weaponize the former and historical examples of warfare have demonstrated how an arms race likely lead to what is today
known as the Rubber Band Gun. In honor of it’s influential role in
shaping global ecopolitics, or mock warfare for the less fanciful minded, the SCA has allowed for the option of such armaments on the list
field. Hereafter are instructions for creating a RBG at least as robust
as the imagined lowly beginnings of our subject.

DO TRY THIS AT HOME
Rubber Band Gun

A wheellock pistol or puffer, Augsburg, c. 1580

Page 16
DO TRY THIS AT HOME (cont.)
RIDDLE ME THIS
WHAT DID YOU CALL ME
GROSS OUT
Various Japanese (samurai) Edo period matchlocks

Page 17
KIDS IN HISTORY

1) To begin with I collected:

Louis I of Hungry

1 1x6 board from a pallet

DID YOU KNOW

1 wooden spring loaded
clothes pin

Allegory of the Cave

Wood glue

Writing utensil

Flintlock pistol in "Queen Anne" layout, made in Lausanne by
Galliard, circa 1760.

1

Saw

Cover photo submitted by
Ambrose Norwich

Medium sized spring clamp
Sandpaper
2) To continue I:
Used the writing utensil to
draw out the form of the RBG onto
the board. If a more precise form
was desired a discarded cereal carton could have been used to create
a template. Fig 1.

4

3
2

Part I

Taking a saw I cut out the pistol form. For the detail oriented, the
barrel is approximately 10 inches from tip to firing mechanism and the firing track is about 9 1/2 inches from barrel notch to trigger
rest. Fig 2 & 3.

1) To begin with I collected:

Once the pistol form had been freed from it’s wooden
obscurity I sanded the sharp edges and rough spots.

24 + inches of 1/4 inch outer
diameter surgical tubing

The clothespin was positioned at a comfortable location for proper thumb actuation. (If surgical tubing rubber
bands will be used the clothespin will need to be modified. To
be discussed later.) It then had a schmear of wood glue applied to its underbelly, returned to position, and firmly cradled the firing mechanism (clothespin) to the stabilizer body
(pistol form). For curing times we followed the instructions
printed on the adhesive packaging. Fig 4.

Fig 5.

2 smallish cable ties
Electrical tape
Scissors
12 inch ruler
Felt tip pen/marker

5

Previous pistol form
Drill with small bit

3) To end with a treble:

1 cut nail or toothpick

Decoration of the new tool of tomfoolery as the artistic self pleases. See cover image.

2) To continue I:

If one were to desire to achieve flungery (it’s a word now) at this
point generically branded loops of latex derivatives may be engaged to convert potential energy into kinetic energy.

Used the surgical tubing, ruler, scissors, and felt tip pen in tern;
measured the surgical tubing, in a
relaxed state, and cut it at 8 inches.
Then I measured and marked 1 inch
from an end. Fig 6.

Rubber Band 2000
Mass produced rubber bands can be purchased at most public commerce
exchanges, but how often has MPRBs altered the outcome of interpersonal
politics? A more robust option for the more discerning dauntless dualist
involves reading the following or similar.

6

I zipped the cable ties into approximately 1/2 inch loops and
threaded onto cut tubbing. Fig 7 & 8.
Warning: this is the tricky bit.

15

I then applied a dab (or 1/8th dollop) of wood glue to the separated
nub, returned it to it’s former position at the front of the clothespin, and
clamped the whole assembly together. Once dried I was left with a 11/12
clothespin with a bucktooth. Fig 12.

7

8

To reenforce this “tooth” that
will be taking the full force of engagement with the stretched rubber
band I drilled a small diameter
through the top grip pad into the
lower grip pad.

9

Then I turned the flaccid, wormy, otherwise innominate hollow cylinder into a ring, turning the two ends until they overlap and one lined up
with the 1 inch mark previously made.

I dipped the reinforcing pin
made from a cut nail (a toothpick
12
would have worked if I could have
found one instead of the nail) into a fair
sized drop of wood glue and inserted into
the predrilled hole. Fig 13.

Note: back to the normal bit.

The gap in the clothespin was
While holding the ring I slipped the cable tie loops over the intersecsanded as well as a grove corresponding
tion of the two ends and tighten them to within a fraction of an inch of
to where the gap would sit on the pistol
their lives. I took care to pull the cable tails across the center of the ring
form. This newly modified firing assemso the locks were facing inward.
bly was then glued into it’s final port and
13
Once they were sufficiently battened down and secured I clipped
held fast with the clamp in the same
off their tails like blind mice , close to the locks. Fig 9.
manner as described in the initial assembly. Fig 12.
3) To finish I:
Took the electrical tape into my hand in a meaningful fashion.
Starting in the center of the tied section I began wrapping the cable ties
with some overlap on each side. After which time I took the strapped ring
into both my hands and gave a moderate, but not light, pull to strain the
connection and to engage the adhesive binding to the most surface. A
short moment later I steadily eased the strain on the newly created projectile until it returned to its previous inert size. Fig 10 & 11.

Photo of loaded RBG- James Packer (May 2022)
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Part II
“A heightened robusticity of ammunition requires an opposing and at least
equable robusticity of the firing mechanism (Kalashnikov’s 3rd law).”
1) Making room for a girthier band:
The lower lever of the clothespin was cut just in front of the hole
meant to clamp around a clothesline.
Then I cut the same area just behind this hole. I was left with a mutilated clothespin and an amputated grip pad (front most nub of clothespin).

The author of this article is not responsible for results of following the information found herein. Nor
do they take responsibility for the results of utilizing the forementioned results. Furthermore, the
author does not claim to hold any degrees, certifications, nor special training/education in early American warfare and it’s influences on Spanish imperial expansion/colonization. Anyone reading this
article who is under the care of a legal gradian
should probably discuss its contents before attempting to follow any supposed recommendations of actions, not that we are admitting to
making any supposed recommendations of actions. An language or nuanced interpretation of
the forementioned article which one might legally
argue may be interpreted as such is only coincidental. All characters assembled herein are for
entertainment purposes only. Any and all applicable laws, statutes, and regulations apply in all
applicable areas. Check with legal guardians,
property owners, and affected third parties before engaging in shenanigans.

Photo- Fair Feathered Friends– James Packer (May 2022)

WHAT DID YOU CALL
ME?
Glos Pautonnier:
Gluttonous Scoundrel

Elephant bile (a secretion of the liver) was once prescribed to treat bad
breath

Answer: A Schoolhouse
16

There is a house. One enters it
blind and comes out seeing.
What is it?

Louis I of Hungary
Louis I, also Louis the
Great (Hungarian: Nagy
Lajos; Croatian: Ludovik
Veliki; Slovak: Ľudovít
Veľký) or Louis the Hungarian (Polish: Ludwik Węgierski; 5 March 1326 – 10
September 1382), was King
of Hungary and Croatia
from 1342 and King of
Poland from 1370. He was
the first child of Charles I
of Hungary and his wife,
Elizabeth of Poland, to
survive infancy. A 1338
treaty between his father and Casimir III of Poland, Louis's maternal uncle, confirmed Louis's right to inherit the Kingdom of Poland
if his uncle died without a son. In exchange, Louis was obliged to
assist his uncle to reoccupy the lands that Poland had lost in previous decades. He bore the title of Duke of Transylvania between
1339 and 1342 but did not administer the province.
Louis was of age [16] when he succeeded his father in 1342, but
his deeply religious mother exerted a powerful influence on him.
He inherited a centralized kingdom and a rich treasury from his
father. During the first years of his reign, Louis launched a crusade
against the Lithuanians and restored royal power in Croatia; his

troops defeated a Tatar army, expanding his authority towards the attempted to assassinate
Black Sea.
the royal family in Visegrád
on 17 April 1330.
Louis was only nine when
he stamped a treaty of
alliance between his father
Born on 5 March 1326,Louis was the third son of Charles I of Hunand John of Bohemia. A
gary and his wife, Elizabeth of Poland. He was named for his fayear later, Louis accompather's uncle, Louis, Bishop of Toulouse, canonized in 1317. The first
nied his father in invading
-born son of his parents, Charles, died before Louis was born. Louis
Austria. On 1 March 1338,
became his father's heir after the death
John of Bohemia's son and
of his brother Ladislaus in 1329.
heir, Charles, Margrave of Moravia, signed a new treaty with
He had a liberal education by the standCharles I of Hungary and Louis in Visegrád. According to the treaty,
ards of his age and learned French, GerCharles of Moravia acknowledged the right of Charles I's sons to
man and Latin. He showed a special
succeed their maternal uncle, Casimir III of Poland, if Casimir died
interest in history and astrology. A cleric
without a male issue. Louis also pledged that he would marry the
from Wrocław, Nicholas, taught him the
margrave's three-year-old daughter, Margaret
basic principles of Christian faith. How-Wikipedia
ever, Louis's religious zeal was due to his
mother's influence. In a royal charter,
Louis remembered that in his childhood,
Top Left: Louis I of Hungary from the 1360s (14th century)
a knight of the royal court, Peter
Top Right: Louis I of Hungary (1 January 1488 )
Poháros, often carried him on his shoulders. His two tutors, Nicholas Drugeth
Lower Center: Louis I of Hungary and Poland. Crest: ostrich holding in its
and Nicholas Tapolcsányi, saved the
beak a horseshoe (14th century)
lives of both Louis and his younger
brother, Andrew, when Felician Záh

Childhood and youth (1326–1342)

?
Rollo, a Scandinavian Viking commander, was the first Duke of Normandy and his descendants held that title until the French Revolution. There is no connection to the
Rolo candy first created in Norwich, Norfolk, UK.

Allegory of the Cave by Plato c. 512 BC
[Socrates is speaking with Glaucon]
[Socrates:] And now, I said, let me show in a figure how
far our nature is enlightened or unenlightened: -Behold! human beings living in a underground den,
which has a mouth open towards the light and reaching
all along the den; here they have been from their childhood, and have their legs and necks chained so that
they cannot move, and can only see before them, being
prevented by the chains from turning round their
heads. Above and behind them a fire is blazing at a distance, and between the fire and the prisoners there is a
raised way; and you will see, if you look, a low wall built
along the way, like the screen which marionette players
have in front of them, over which they show the puppets.

[Glaucon:] I see.

And do you see, I said, men passing along the wall carrying all sorts of vessels, and statues and figures of animals made of wood and stone and various materials,
which appear over the wall? Some of them are talking,

others silent.

You have shown me a strange image, and they are
strange prisoners.

Like ourselves, I replied; and they see only their own
shadows, or the shadows of one another, which the fire
throws on the opposite wall of the cave?

True, he said; how could they see anything but the
shadows if they were never allowed to move their
heads?

And of the objects which are being carried in like manner they would only see the shadows?

Yes, he said.

And if they were able to converse with one another,
would they not suppose that they were naming what

17

The School of Athens (1509–1511) by Raphael

was actually before
them?

Very true.

And suppose further that the prison had an echo which
came from the other side, would they not be sure to
fancy when one of the passers-by spoke that the voice
which they heard came from the passing shadow?

by night better than the sun or the light of the sun by
day?

Certainly.

Last of all he will be able to see the sun, and not mere
reflections of him in the water, but he will see him in

Yes, he said, I think that he would rather suffer anything
than entertain these false notions and live in this miserable manner.

Imagine once more, I said, such a one coming suddenly
out of the sun to be replaced in his old situation; would
he not be certain to have his eyes full of darkness?

To be sure, he said.
No question, he replied.
To them, I said, the truth would be literally nothing but the shadows of the images.

That is certain.

And now look again, and see what will naturally
follow if the prisoners are released and disabused
of their error. At first, when any of them is liberated
and compelled suddenly to stand up and turn his neck
round and walk and look towards the light, he will
suffer sharp pains; the glare will distress him, and he
will be unable to see the realities of which in his former
state he had seen the shadows; and then conceive
some one saying to him, that what he saw before was
an illusion, but that now, when he is approaching nearer to being and his eye is turned towards more real existence, he has a clearer vision, -what will be his reply?
And you may further imagine that his instructor is
pointing to the objects as they pass and requiring him
to name them, -- will he not be perplexed?
Will he not fancy that the shadows which
he formerly saw are truer than the objects
which are now shown to him?

Far truer.

And if he is compelled to look straight at
the light, will he not have a pain in his eyes
which will make him turn away to take and take in the
objects of vision which he can see, and which he will
conceive to be in reality clearer than the things which
are now being shown to him?

True, he said.

his own proper place, and not in another; and he will
contemplate him as he is.

And if there were a contest, and he had to compete in
measuring the shadows with the prisoners who had
never moved out of the den, while his sight was still
weak, and before his eyes had become steady (and the
time which would be needed to acquire this new habit
of sight might be very considerable) would he not be
ridiculous? Men would say of him that up he went and
down he came without his eyes; and that it was better
not even to think of ascending; and if any one tried to
loose another and lead him up to the light, let them
only catch the offender, and they would put him to
death.

Certainly.
No question, he said.
He will then proceed to argue that this is he who gives
the season and the years, and is the guardian of all that
is in the visible world, and in a certain way the cause of This entire allegory, I said, you may now append, dear
Glaucon, to the previous argument; the prison-house is
all things which he and his fellows have been accusthe world of sight, the light of the fire is the sun, and
tomed to behold?
you will not misapprehend me if you interpret the journey upwards to be the ascent
of the soul into the intellectual world according to my poor belief, which, at your
desire, I have expressed whether rightly or
wrongly God knows. But, whether true or
false, my opinion is that in the world of
knowledge the idea of good appears last of
all, and is seen only with an effort; and,
when seen, is also inferred to be the universal author of all things beautiful and
right, parent of light and of the lord of light in this visible world, and the immediate source of reason and
Clearly, he said, he would first see the sun and then
truth in the intellectual; and that this is the power upon
reason about him.
which he who would act rationally, either in public or
private life must have his eye fixed.
And when he remembered his old habitation, and the
wisdom of the den and his fellow-prisoners, do you not
suppose that he would felicitate himself on the change,
and pity them?

And suppose once more, that he is reluctantly dragged
up a steep and rugged ascent, and held fast until he's
forced into the presence of the sun himself, is he not
Certainly, he would.
likely to be pained and irritated? When he approaches
the light his eyes will be dazzled, and he will not be able
And if they were in the habit of conferring honors
to see anything at all of what are now called realities.
among themselves on those who were quickest to observe the passing shadows and to remark which of
Not all in a moment, he said.
them went before, and which followed after, and which
were together; and who were therefore best able to
draw conclusions as to the future, do you think that he
He will require to grow accustomed to the sight of the
would care for such honors and glories, or envy the
upper world. And first he will see the shadows best,
possessors of them? Would he not say with Homer,
next the reflections of men and other objects in the
Better to be the poor servant of a poor master, and to
water, and then the objects themselves; then he will
endure anything, rather than think as they do and live
gaze upon the light of the moon and the stars and the
spangled heaven; and he will see the sky and the stars after their manner?
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